Dimensions : cm. 258 x 86 x 107(H) - Weight : 280 kg. - Cleaning width : 85 cm

WALK-BEHIND machine, ideal for cleaning areas which require a very thorough cleaning but are not
accessible to larger equipment (Beach areas, Golf course sand traps, Children's playgrounds, volleyball courts,
etc.)
CLEANING EFFICIENCY : 1400 - 3200 sq.meters/hr (wet, humid and dry sand).
CLEANING DEPTH : adjustable from 0 to 10 cm by the operator while the machine is in use.
"VIBRATING SCREEN" SYSTEM to separate sand from debris and waste materials such as shells, cigarette
butts, caps, cans, small bottles, glass splinters, stones, dry branches, algae, etc.
EASY INTERCHANGEABLE SCREENS : three, with meshes 4,5-8-12 mm.
WASTE BOX : 20 litres (extractable, for its easy emptying).
GASOLINE ENGINE : reliable, noise restricted, 5.5 HP HONDA (Fuel consumption: 230 g/HP/hr=Fuel tank
capacity : 3.6 litres).
TWO SPEEDS FORWARD (km/hr. 2.4 & 4.0) + REVERSE GEAR.
HIGH FLOTATION RUBBER TIRES which provide excellent traction in sand but not harm grass or paved
surfaces.
MANOEUVEREABILITY is aided by independent brakes on each wheel and a differential lock assists in soft
sand conditions.
ACCESSORIES ON DEMAND: Front Scraper - Operator seat - Front wheel.
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The NEW walk-behind machine "ONDINA" has been studied for those operators in need of a beachcleaner
smaller in dimensions and weight than our "Cavalluccio" even if performances and technical features remain
unchanged : ideal for cleaning areas which require a very thorough cleaning but are not accessible to larger
equipment (Beach areas, Golf course sand traps, Children's playgrounds, volleyball courts, etc.)
CLEANING EFFICIENCY : 1250 - 2800 sq.meters/hr (wet, humid and dry sand).
CLEANING DEPTH : adjustable from 0 to 10 cm by the operator while the machine is in use.
"VIBRATING SCREEN" SYSTEM to separate sand from debris and waste materials such as shells, cigarette
butts, caps, cans, small bottles, glass splinters, stones, dry branches, algae, etc.
EASY INTERCHANGEABLE SCREENS : two, with different meshing (4,5 or 8 or 12 mm).
WASTE BOX : 25 litres (extractable, for its easy emptying).
GASOLINE ENGINE : reliable, noise restricted, 5.5 HP HONDA (Fuel consumption: 230 g/HP/hr=Fuel tank
capacity : 3.6 litres).
TWO SPEEDS FORWARD (km/hr. 2.4 & 4.0) + REVERSE GEAR.
HIGH FLOTATION RUBBER TIRES which provide excellent traction in sand but not harm grass or paved
surfaces. A differential lock assists in soft sand conditions.
MACHINE COMPLETELY HOT DIP GALVANIZED !
Dimensions

: cm. 198/168* x 76 x 96/80* (H)
(*) with handlebar folded down

Weight

: 195 Kg.

Cleaning width : 75 cm
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